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Executive summary
Women in tech – Global best practices for enhancing opportunities for women in the tech sector is a report created
by Future Place Leadership. It aims to highlight inspiring initiatives and practices worldwide working to
challenge existing hurdles and biases and offering more opportunities to women in tech.
Common gender biases and stereotypes are keeping women away from key positions, strategic skills and jobs.
It is raising challenges for innovation and uncertainty when it comes to attracting and retaining talents today,
as well as filling the future positions expected to be created. Recent studies highlight a growing gap between
the number of jobs created, and a shrinking share of women in tech. For example, the Women in the digital age,
a report by the European Union (2018) shows that the share of men working in the sector is 313% greater
than the share of women, and the portion of female ICT-graduates decreased from 15% in 2011 to 13% in
2018.
Enhancing opportunities for women in tech is a complex challenge, calling for a broad set of solutions that
entails technical and soft skills development, as well as working broadly within and outside the industry to
change gender norms and stereotypes. This includes better visibility of professions and female professionals
working in tech, democratisation of technical knowledge and equal access to devices. Furthermore, efforts are
needed from companies and universities to enhance diversity and ensure the organisation’s culture is inclusive,
creating communities to share knowledge, and finally, increase women’s opportunities to access financial and
organisational resources.
In addition, many sectors need to work together: Government, businesses, universities and the educational
system in general as well as communities and civil society. We therefore believe that cities, start-up ecosystems
and other places form ideal platforms for collaborative approaches to tackle the women in tech challenge.
Fortunately, there are many successful initiatives worldwide that addresses the issue of women in tech. This
white paper wants to contribute to debate and – most importantly – trigger more action by highlighting some
of these good initiatives. By describing efforts and activities that have a proven track-record and/or an
innovative method, as well as lessons learned from each initiative, we aim to inspire others to follow suit.
The eight global initiatives are:
1. Social Builder Academy – focusing on tackling the systemic nature of gender equality, launched in
France.
2. S Factory – a female only pre-accelerator programme in Chile.
3. Girls in Tech – aiming at making tech attractive through communities and role models of women in
tech, launched in the US and now spreading across the world.
4. Makertjej – focusing on creating new synergies and applying makers’ culture to improve gender
inequality in the tech sector in Sweden.
5. Girls Who Code – striving to close the gender gap through early exposure to tech
and entrepreneurship in the US.
6. MaRS – devising a path to tech for all with Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging
frameworks in Toronto, Canada.
7. A Woman’s Place – attracting women talents by tackling gender inequalities in
Stockholm’s tech ecosystem, in Sweden.
8. She Loves to Code 19 – focusing on educating and training women to code in
Brussels, Belgium.
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Foreword
Although the 4th Industrial Revolution is slowly transforming our economy, and more and more jobs are
expected to be created in the tech sector, women remain marginalised. The tech sector has been gaining
significance in our global economy, yet women seem to be missing out at each and every stage – from university
benches to venture capital firms.
Common gender biases and stereotypes are keeping women away from key positions, and strategic skills and
jobs. It is raising challenges for innovation and uncertainty when it comes to attracting and retaining talents
today, as well as filling the future positions expected to be created.
Women in tech – Global best practices for enhancing opportunities for women in the tech sector is a report created
by Future Place Leadership. It aims to highlight inspiring initiatives and practices worldwide working to
challenge existing biases and offering more opportunities to women. The analysis is based on existing literature
and interviews with actors, project coordinators, and organisations listed at the end of the document.
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Context
Where are the women? Portrait of the gender gap
The tech sector has been gaining significant importance in our global economy, yet women seem to be missing
out at each stage – from university benches to venture capital firms. Recent studies highlight a growing gap
between the number of jobs created and a shrinking share of women in tech.
Women in the digital1 age, a report by the European Union (2018) shows that the share of men working in the sector
is 313% greater than the share of women, and the portion of female ICT-graduates decreased from 15% in 2011 to
13% in 2018.
But women are not only underrepresented in the overall workforce, like in other business sectors, they are
also excluded from executive and decision-making positions. Only 21% of American tech executives are female
compared to 36% in other industries, says The Economist2 and only 15% of start-up founders are women.3
Many female entrepreneurs face difficulties gaining access to capital and the lack of women investors and the
fact that venture capital firms are male-dominated, are part of the equation. Today, only 7,4% of investors who
have invested in one or more start-up4 and only 6% of partners at venture capital firm are women, down from
10% in 19995. But trends are slowly changing with more women taking the road of entrepreneurship6.
Attracting and retaining women talent: Is tech hostile to women?
Silicon Valley’s stars have been blamed for their lack of diversity and inclusiveness, and sexist behaviours have
been reported. A survey, cited by The Economist, based on 210 women in Silicon Valley, found that 60% had
experienced unwanted sexual advances, and that two-thirds felt excluded from important social and
networking opportunities.7 The workplace culture described by testimonies and studies is making tech less
attractive for young women and creates retention issues both at the university and professional level as
indicated by the fact that 40% of women with engineering degrees quit or never enter the field.8
The prevalence of gender biases
Behind this bleak picture lies strong gender biases, which are not specific to the tech sector but particularly
prevalent there since they influence both professional environment and individual preferences. The fact that
tech is not commonly recognised as a “feminine” field can push women away and create mixed feelings for
those in STEM 9 if experiencing lack of legitimacy, lack of confidence or isolation. Susan S. Silbey, co-author of
a study exploring why women were dropping-out from their STEM studies, shows that although men and
women succeed equally in the classroom, women tend to doubt themselves more. One of the participating
students wrote “The biggest problem I seem to be having [is] self-doubt. I would look at a problem, and think
of a way to solve it, but then I would second guess myself, and convince myself that my way of answering the
question must be wrong.”
Social norms and conventions value characteristics like “modesty” or “perfection” among women, which has
serious impacts on their soft skills and attitude to risk. Anne Boring, economist and director of Sciences Po’s
European Commission (2018), Women in the Digital Age, EU publications, European Union
The Economist, “Women in technology, Silicon Valley’s sexism problem”, 15th April 2017, Web. 5th February 2019
3 European Commission (2018), Women in the Digital Age, EU publications, European Union
4 Idem
5 The Economist, “Women in technology, Silicon Valley’s sexism problem”, 15th April 2017, Web. 5th February 2019
6 , and in 2015 women start-up founders have raised 3,5% more funds than the previous year. 6
7 The Economist, “Women in technology, Silicon Valley’s sexism problem”, 15th April 2017, Web. 5th February 2019
8 Nadya Fouad, psychologist and author of a study about this phenomenon, showed that 40% of women with engineering degrees leave the profession
or never end up entering the field. National Public Radio, Many Women Leave Engineering, blame the work culture, 12th August 2014, Web. 22 February
2019.
9 STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
1
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research chair Women in Business, takes the example of public speaking as an essential component of
“pitching”, or ability to negotiate a salary causing women to start their career with comparatively lower salaries
than men10. Similarly, Reshma Saujani, founder of Girls Who Code (one of the good practices highlighted in
this report), talks about a “bravery deficit” when it comes to women’s attitude towards challenges. She goes
on to explain:
“Most girls are taught to avoid failure and risk. To smile pretty, play it safe, get all A’s. Boys, on the other hand, are
taught to play rough, swing high, crawl to the top of the monkey bars and then jump off head first. By the time
they’re adults and whether they’re negotiating a raise or even asking someone out on a date, men are habituated to
take risk after risk. They’re rewarded for it. It’s often said in Silicon Valley that no one even takes you seriously unless
you’ve had two failed start-ups. In other words, we’re raising our girls to be perfect and we’re raising our
boys to be brave.”
Extract from Reshma Saujani’s TedxTalk11
An example is women’s attitude to job applications: Hewlett Packard’s12 internal study reported that men
apply to a job if they match 60% of qualifications, whereas women apply only if they meet 100%.
A missed opportunity for innovation and economic capacity
New technologies are deeply transforming the economy and the labour market. More and more tech-related
jobs are expected to be created, and there is uncertainty whether these jobs will be filled. The EU is projected
to have a shortage of digital skills by 2020, more women entering the digital job market could create an annual
EUR 16 billion GDP boost for the European economy, says the European Union.13
The transition towards a digital economy is putting a lot of pressure on the workforce since some of the digital
jobs created will be at the expense of existing ones.
“65% of children entering primary school today will ultimately end up working in jobs that don’t exist yet”
The Future of Jobs14
This could put women at risk, both when it comes to having their job disrupted or opportunities finding
transition jobs.15 What’s more, diversity enhances innovation and creativity capacity of enterprises. A diverse
workplace can increase economic performance of corporate organisations by fostering the capacity to
understand clients and customers and making it more enriching for their employees.16 Consequently, increasing
the share of women in the tech sector and their opportunities to have an impact in their companies is essential
to secure economic transition.
Against this background, enhancing opportunities for women in tech is a multifaceted challenge, calling for a
broad set of solutions that entails technical and soft skills development, as well as working broadly within and
outside the industry to change gender norms and stereotypes. This includes better visibility of professions and
female professionals working in tech, democratisation of technical knowledge and equal access to devices.
Furthermore, efforts are needed from companies and universities to enhance diversity and ensure the
organisation’s culture is inclusive, creating communities to share knowledge, and finally, increase women’s
opportunities to access financial and organisational resources. In addition, many sectors need to work
together: government, businesses, universities and the educational system in general as well as communities
Lea Lejeune “Anne Boring: “Les methodes de lute contre les inegalites femmes-hommes en entreprise sont inefficaces”, Challenges 06.07.2018, Web:
10.02.2019
11 Reshma Saujani, “Teach girls bravery, not perfection”, Ted2016, February 2016, Web: 10.02.2019
12 Tara Sophia Mohr “Why don’t women apply for jobs unless they’re 100% qualified” Harvard Business Review, 25th August 2014, Web: 10.02.2019
13 European Commission (2018), Women in the Digital Age, EU publications, European Union
14 Center for the new economy and society (2018), The Future of Jobs Report 2018, Wold Economic Forum.
15 According to Women in Digital Age (EU, 2018), in 2015 women start-up founders have raised 3,5% more funds than the previous year. 15
16 A research from McKinsey and Company titled “Diversity Matters” found out that gender diverse companies are 15% more likely to have
financial returns that were above their national industry median, while for ethnically diverse companies this percentage increases to 35%.
10
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and civil society. We therefore believe that cities, start-up ecosystems and other places form ideal platforms
for collaborative approaches to tackle the women in tech challenge.
On the bright side, there are many successful initiatives worldwide that addresses the issue of women in tech.
This white paper wants to contribute to debate and most importantly trigger more action by highlighting some
of these good initiatives. By describing efforts and activities that have a proven track-record and/or an
innovative method, as well as lessons learned from each initiative, we aim to inspire others to follow suit.
The eight initiatives are:
1. Social Builder Academy – tackling the systemic nature of gender equality: Social Builder
offers a set of educational programmes, including technical and leadership skills development, giving
women the means to transition to a career in the digital sector.
2. S Factory – a female only pre-accelerator programme in Chile: With the goal of diversifying
Chile’s innovation ecosystem and boosting national economy, S-Factory is a pre-accelerator
programme for early-stage women led start-ups to support them in developing their product.
3. Girls in Tech – Making tech attractive through communities and role models of women
in tech: Girls in tech is empowering women by increasing their opportunities at every stage. It gives
them access to world-class events and international and local communities of professionals.
4. Makertjej – Creating new synergies and applying makers’ culture to improve gender
inequality in the tech sector: Makertjej is a community of “Girls Makers” that has opened the door
of maker spaces to girls and women creating diverse collaborations. It has turned into a resourceful
community for women in Sweden while initiating a debate about gender inequality within the makers’
movement.
5. Girls Who Code – Closing the gender gap through early exposure to tech and
entrepreneurship: Girls Who Code has set out to close the gender gap in tech in the US by
increasing early training in computer-science field for girls and offering them a supportive network
throughout their education.
6. MaRS – Devising the path to tech for all with Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging
frameworks: Toronto’s urban innovation district, MaRS is transforming the city’s innovation
ecosystem by bringing diversity as a top issue through an evaluation of its ecosystem. It resulted in the
creation of a wide consortium of actors committed to make the ecosystem more inclusive.
7. A Woman’s Place – attracting women talents by tackling gender inequalities in
Stockholm’s tech ecosystem: Launched on women’s day 2018, it aims to encourage women from
all over the world to see Stockholm as a place where they can grow as professional and fulfil their
potential. In addition, it provides practical tools to organisations in Stockholm to truly become a
woman’s place.
8. She Loves to Code19 – focusing on educating and training women to code: She Loves to
Code is a movement launched by Ecole 19 and its partners in Belgium in order to attract and train
more women in coding.
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Social Builder Academy
Digital, the way towards stable employment
Social Builder Academy, Social Builder’s educational brand, is built around complementary sets of training
programmes and skill development allowing women a successful professional transition towards the digital
economy.
Social Builder, a holistic approach tackling the systemic nature of gender diversity
Social Builder is a social start-up based in Paris and Lyon (France) that accelerates gender diversity in the digital
and tech industry. It was founded in 2011 with the belief that the gender gap in a growing digital economy was
a missed opportunity for women. In France 36 000 jobs are created each year in the digital field, but women
represent only 27% of the workforce and 9% of start-up founders.
Convinced of the systemic nature of gender inequalities, Social Builder takes a holistic approach by offering
three different ranges of activities:
•
•
•

Educational and training programmes empowering women to fulfil a career in the digital industry
Consulting and training for companies willing to engage in making their organisations more inclusive
and diverse.
A lab to develop innovative tools, conduct studies and share and disseminate knowledge about
gender inclusion.

Social Builder Academy: empowering women through complementary skill development
The educational programmes of Social builders primarily target active women, making a career transition,
young graduates, or are unemployed, looking to pursue a career in the digital industry. The diversity of
programmes allows tailored and complementary training tackling different barriers: democratising access and
increasing knowledge of the sector, technical and leadership competence building, access to networks and
human
resources
through
a
community
of
alumni,
partners
and
ambassadors.
Social Builder Academy offers:
•

Adbot – AI as career guidance: Adbot is a new tool developed by Social Builder to increase knowledge
of the digital sectors as a career opportunity and to attract female talents. It is a chatbot available on
Messenger. This digital coach provides customized information based on interviews with women
professionals explaining their career journey, map and share training and event opportunities based
on geolocation, to facilitate access to mentors and contact with professionals.

•

Long-term training: Social Builders offers 6 long-term training programmes with a duration of 4
months and ranging from 178 to 518 hours. All the programmes consist of two pillars: boosters or
hard skills consisting of technical training and soft skills development to guide students through their
new careers. The latter includes leadership courses with coaching and mentoring, digital culture, and
career landing with networking opportunities.
The technical training is created in collaboration with specialised partners, and includes: web
marketing, coding academy to become full-stack developer, AI, and two Salesforce programmes.
Since 2015, 350 women have been part of the training of which 85% found a job in the digital sector.
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•

Short-term training – She Means Business: Social Builder is coordinating in France Facebook’s initiative
She Means Business: resources for women entrepreneurs. Here, it consists of a short online training
programme (10 hours) focusing on digital marketing, web and leadership and entrepreneurship boot
camps.

Since Social Builder Academy’s creation, 26 500 women have been trained either through long- and shortterm educational programmes or have received career guidance through Adbot.
Lessons learned from Social Builder Academy’s activities:
•
•
•

Gender inequalities are systemic; thus Social Builder is attacking these by both increasing access to
meaningful resources and competencies, and changing work culture.
Ensure a high level of training through partnerships with specialised and established organisations.
Technical education alone is not enough. Students need to prepare for their careers by developing
soft skills.

Sources and further reading:
Social Builder website: https://socialbuilder.org/
Interview with Lorraine Lenoir, COO at Social Builder, 22.02.2019
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S Factory
A female only pre-accelerator programme in Chile
S Factory is the Chilean government’s female only pre-accelerator program with the goal to diversify Chile’s
innovation ecosystem and ensure its leading position as an entrepreneurial hub. It is one of the first publically
funded programmes worldwide, offering services dedicated to women.
Diversity and economic performance
S Factory is a four months pre-accelerator programme managed by the Chilean public start-up accelerator
Start-Up Chile (SUP). It was created in 2015, with the idea of diversifying the start-up ecosystem, one in which
the difference between men and women in terms of participation was very high.
Start-Up Chile is one of the top start-up accelerators in the world. It was created by Chile’s development
agency CORFO (Corporación de Fomento de la Productión de Chile) to develop the country into a
technological hub attracting leading international talents and start-ups. As studies showed that women-led
start-up performed better over time and demonstrated the positive effects of diversity for innovation it
decided to launch a programme specifically targeting women.
Programme and selection criteria
S Factory targets early-stage start-ups led by anyone identifying as a woman. It offers 16 000 US$ equity-free
funding and includes classes, external mentors, networking with corporates and investors and linkages to
international partners (other accelerators around the world, soft-landing programs, and events). A total of
40% of the participating start-ups reach Pitch Finale (final pitch competition) stage which allows them to receive
an additional 8000 USD.
As part of its SUP’s talent attraction strategy, S Factory addresses start-ups from all over the world with an
interest in the Latin American market. The programme has evolved over time, from a focus on leadership to
becoming more business oriented. This is due to the international context putting gender inequality at the top
of priorities and allowing more women to step up. Sebastian Diaz, Executive Director of Start-Up Chile, says
as women’s voices became more heard, empowering other women in the world and in Chile, the need for
such a message during the programme decreased.
Also, Start-Up Chile has gained recognition worldwide and the programme receives an increased number of
applicants, including more mature projects, which has allowed for setting more ambitious goals for programme
participants, like leaving the programme with the first clients. But a consistent feature is the practical and
product development support they receive. A major challenge when creating the programme was to figure
out how to deliver empowering tools to women. The solution for Start-up Chile was to help them realise
their business idea by giving them the tools to develop their prototype and then join Start-up Central Seed
programme.
S Factory has accelerated eight batches with 185 start-ups in total since its beginning.
Lessons learned from S Factory’s activities:
•
•

Focus on product development to empower individual female entrepreneurs to develop their
project.
Capitalise on existing initiatives to increase impact. Start-up Chile was already globally positioned
when S Factory was created in 2015; drawing on this reputation made it easier to attract ambitious
projects.
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•

Chile was one of the first countries to empower female entrepreneurs. This has boosted the
reputation of the programme.

Sources and further reading:
Start-Up Chile’s website: www.startupchile.org
Interview with Andres Araos, BI Executive at Start-Up Chile, 22.02.2019
Interview with Sebastian Diaz, Executive Director at Start-Up Chile, 27.02.2019
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Girls in Tech
Making tech attractive through communities and role models of women in tech
Girls in Tech is an international organisation focusing on empowering and educating women. It consists of an
organisation with its headquarters in San Francisco and 60 independent local chapters allowing it foster
strong local communities of entrepreneurs and innovators and provide customized support to women.
Making tech attractive
Girls in Tech (GIT) was founded in 2007 by Adriana Gascoigne who realised she was the only female at a
company of 50 employees based in Silicon Valley. By providing access to courses, role models and a community
to women of every age or professional stage, GIT is turning tech into an attractive sector for women and
young girls: “It’s exciting to see the growth and demand around the world. Now that more women are getting
into coding, it’s seen as cool. There is this wave of excitement where it’s like I could do it too, hey it’s not as
hard as everyone thinks. So, everyone is part of this coding party”, says Adriana Gascoigne17.
Among the activities offered by Girls in tech, there are:
Keynote, panel
discussions

Start-up
competition

Practical
workshops

Collaborate and
create solutions

Learning
platform

Illustration: GIT

In addition, GIT offers an individualised mentorship programme for professional women in collaboration with
the LEAD Network18.
Global and local communities
After prototyping and launching the GIT model in the Silicon Valley, it quickly expanded by opening chapters
around the world. Chapter creation works through a bottom-up process, where a local community reaches
out to GIT. For instance, Assye Süer is a space engineer and founder of Gothenburg based start-up Swedish
Space Technologies, who decided to launch a GIT chapter in in her hometown. She went through a three
interviews round with GIT and became GIT’s volunteer in January 2019. After gathering five board members
she is planning to officially launch Girls in Tech’s Gothenburg Chapter this spring with a launch event and a
first start-up competition.

https://youtu.be/6Du_-85ZULQ
Leading Executive Advancing Diversity is a European Network aiming to attract and retain women in the retail and consumer goods industry through
education, leadership and business development.
17
18
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Generally, community and collaboration are a big part of GIT, where social media added to the learning
platform Global classroom, allows women share a curriculum and collaborate around product development.
Lessons learned from Girls in Tech’s activities:
•
•
•
•

Select diverse and committed board members that can activate their connections in the tech
community.
Inspire women and girls by giving visibility to role models.
Offer access to prestigious events with well-known professionals.
Set-up a community where participants can access resources and network.

Sources and further reading:
Girls in tech website: www.girlsintech.org
Silicon Angle the Cube (24.02.2016) Adriana Gascoigne, Girls in Tech – IBMInterConnect2016 – theCube,
retrieved from https://youtu.be/6Du_-85ZULQ
Interview with Asiye Süer, volunteer and local coordinator at Girls in Tech Göteborg, 21.02.2019
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Makertjej
Creating new synergies and applying makers’ culture to improve gender inequality in the tech
sector
Makertjej (“Maker Girls”) is a community of maker girls, aiming at opening the doors of maker spaces and
makers’ culture to women of all ages thus generating cross-disciplinary and diverse collaboration. From being
a local initiative, it grew into a Swedish national network linked to Makers of Sweden, and a resource to
bring gender inclusion to maker spaces.
Opening maker spaces to non-members
Makertjej’s origins dates back to 2014 when a fortuitous encounter between Geek Girls Meetup, a network
for and by women interested in tech, design, and start-ups, and Stockholm maker space took place. Ebba
Kierkegaard, who was then a member of both organisations, saw an opportunity in linking the two: On the
one hand to open the maker space to a new crowd, and on the other hand give new tools to Geek Girls
Meetup “to tinker around and realise their geeky ideas”. It led to a collaboration around two events: TechJunta
and Make.it: Geek Girls Meetup’s annual conference
A year later, the first edition of the Tekla Festival happened, an initiative to inspire girls aged 11-15 years to
explore technology, initiated by Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm and pop-singer Robyn. The same
group who had made the former events possible was given the opportunity to organise a workshop. “We
realised that we all brought different competencies to the table, a clear advantage for shaping new workshops
to inspire young women makers’ creativity”, says Ebba Kierkegaard.
Drawing on this success, Makertjejer began holding workshops regularly at Stockholm Makerspace. The core
purpose was to enable different people to meet and create together, taking advantage of the makerspace
possibilities and makers’ approach to creation. The partnership with Tekla Festival was renewed and two more
workshops were organised for the 2nd edition of the Festival.
Becoming a national network and a resource
In 2015, Makertjejer was also awarded a national grant, by the Swedish national innovation agency Vinnova, to
develop the project into a national network supported by the national Swedish makerspace organisation
Makers of Sweden.
The first national meeting of Makertjejer gathered twenty women from makerspaces from all over the country
and other maker initiatives. In addition, a blog highlighting women-led projects was created and a guide for
social media and graphic toolbox was developed to support anyone who wanted to organise a Makertjej event.
Activities spread from Stockholm to other makerspaces in Luleå, Trollhättan, Göteborg, Helsingborg, Umeå,
Skellefteå and Sundsvall.
The network also influenced internal discussions for the makers’ movement in Sweden. Add Gender – a
consultancy company specialised in “norm engineering” – was asked to write a report on norms and inclusion
in the maker movement. They coordinated a workshop about gender equality at Makers of Sweden’s 2017
annual conference
Today, Makertjej continues as an initiative and resource for gender and inclusion for all makerspaces through
Makers of Sweden. It has grown into a community with a 200 members Facebook Group and 1500 Instagram
followers.
Makertjejer was awarded the Initiative of the Year prize at Stockholm Mini Maker Faire 2015. In addition to
workshops held at Stockholm Makerspace, Makertjej was responsible for the organization of significant events
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with engineering companies and inspiring role models in the tech sector like Xenter, Lava, Alex Glow, Neue
Labs and Ellen Sundh, Lawicel and Simon Giertz.
Lessons learned from Makertjej’s activities:
•

•

Applying makers’ culture and approaches can improve gender equality in the tech sector by
providing new ways of learning and solving problems. Makertjejer fuels the need to explore,
assemble, disassemble, do something “quick and dirty”, upcycle, reuse and remake.
Gather a diverse crowd of participants to work collaboratively and learn how to use new tools
and do new things. It is empowering to learn how to use new tools and machines such as 3D
printers, laser-cutters, electronics. Diversity is key to your imagination.

Sources and further reading:
Makertjej’s website: http://www.makertjej.se/
On facebook Makertjej @Makers of Sweden
Questionnaire filled in by Ebba Kierkegaard, consultant, founder of Scopey and co-founder of Makertjej
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Girls Who Code
Closing the gender gap through early exposure to tech and entrepreneurship
Girls Who Code has developed an extensive set of educational programmes addressed to anyone who
identifies as a girl between the ages of 8 to 18 years, aiming at increasing early exposure to the tech sector
and entrepreneurship. It has set the goal of closing the gender gap in entry-level tech jobs by 2027.
Girls Who Code is a non-profit organisation founded in 2012 by Reshma Saujani, a former public attorney and
first Indian American woman to run for US Congress in 2010. It was during this race that she became aware
of the gender gap in computing classes, which led to the creation of Girls Who Code.
Understanding girls’ experience with tech
Girls Who Code’s educational programme is based upon a few core assumptions and premises:
•

Increasing universal access to computing in school will not be enough to address the gender gap.
Gender stereotypes also prevent girls from choosing or investing in these courses.

•

Experience of computing before high school junior year increases the chance that a girl will show
interest in computers throughout their high school and college years by 18%.

•

Gains made in junior year of high school (age 16-17) can easily be lost, especially if a girl is not
surrounded by a community pushing her towards computing. Extra effort must then be provided
during these years.19

From school to the first job
Against this background, Girls Who Code offers a set of educational programmes targeting girls from 8 to
18 years old. It includes:
•
•
•

After-school clubs once or two hours a week for girls between 11-18. These are run by local
volunteer facilitators trained by Girls Who Code
Two-weeks summer campus for girls between 11-18 years.
Seven-weeks summer immersion camps for girls between 16-18 taking place at leading
technology companies, providing exposure to tech job and supportive sisterhood

In addition, with 5000 college aged alumni, Girls Who Code has started developing programmes dedicated
to supporting them after high school. It includes a job and internship platform Hire Me and 30 networks of
alumni “college loops”
Aiming at diversity
In 2017, the organisation had reached 90 000 girls in all 50 states of the US. Half of them are high-school age
and 33% are of middle school age. With commitment to diversity, they also target young women who are
historically underrepresented in computer-science fields, as part of minority groups, with low-income
background and had a lack of exposure or access to computer science. Fifty per cent come from these
underrepresented groups.
The results have been remarkable: Girls Who Code alumni are choosing to major in Computer Science, or
related fields, at a rate 15 times the national average. Black and Latina alumni are choosing to major in CS or
related fields at a rate 16 times the national average.
19

Accenture, Girls who Code (2016) Cracking the gender code: https://www.accenture.com/se-en/cracking-the-gender-code
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Lessons learned from Girls Who Code’s activities:
•
•
•

Exposure to coding, tech and entrepreneurship at early age maximises impact
Change the culture and representations associated with coding. In addition to these programmes
Girls Who Code has published a series of book addressed to young girls20.
Take intersectionality into consideration, diversity is not limited to gender, but needs to
consider race and social background.

Sources and further reading:
Girls Who Code Website: https://girlswhocode.com/
Accenture, Girls who Code (2016) Cracking the gender code : https://www.accenture.com/se-en/crackingthe-gender-code
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https://medium.com/girls-who-code/you-cant-be-what-you-can-t-see-girls-who-code-launches-13-book-series-with-penguin-b4f83d4f10c3
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A Woman’s Place
Attracting women talents by solving gender inequalities in Stockholm’s tech ecosystem
A Woman’s place is a campaign and an initiative created by Stockholm’s investment promotion agency Invest
Stockholm, together with the municipality and the whole tech ecosystem. Launched on International Women’s
day 2018, it aims to encourage women from all over the world to see Stockholm as a place where they can
grow as professional and fulfil their potential. In addition, it provides practical tools to organisations in
Stockholm to truly become a woman’s place.
Stockholm, a place where women can grow and fulfil their potential
With experience from attracting international talents to Stockholm, Invest Stockholm has worked closely with
the talents to understand their needs and the experience of moving to Stockholm. While finding housing, lack
of information in English, or soft-landing for their partners were the main challenges, women highlighted a
greater level of opportunity as women, and the gender equal culture as assets of their lives in Stockholm.
At the same time, reports like the state of European tech 201821 showing the marginalisation of women in the
tech sector, and international movements like Me Too, showed the increasing need to do more to address
gender inequality in Stockholm and in the world. Thus, A Woman’s Place supports equal opportunities for
men and women by raising awareness in Stockholm’s tech ecosystem and attracting women talents to
Stockholm. Today, more than100 companies have declared to be a woman’s place and joined the initiative.
Connecting talents with talents
One component of Invest Stockholm’s strategy to attract talents is to connect them with international talents
who know already what it is like to move to Stockholm. Like Invest Stockholm’s previous campaign Move to
Stockholm, A Woman’s Place started out by working with ambassadors and highlighting their experience. They
met with ten international talents and captured their stories which were shared on social media and through
articles by The Local, an online English newspaper based in Stockholm.
Providing tools to companies
The initiative also aims to increase awareness of existing tools to further gender equality. Invest Stockholm
gathered a pool of experts to guide organisations in their work with gender equality. The pool of experts is
composed of Rättviseförmedlingen, Normact, AllBright, Equalate, Add Gender, Barakat, and Make Equal.
They created a set of principles to commit to for organisations, and corresponding questions allowing them
to reflect on their practices. A Woman’s Place is characterised by women’s ability to fulfill their potential equal
access to resources, knowledge, and networks; feeling safe and free from sexual harassment; equal weight
given to men and women’s ideas and ambitions, and the same opportunities to combine work and private life.
By committing to these principles, the companies are engaging to work towards gender equality. To this
respect, companies start at different levels of advancement, but A Woman’s Place is not a certification.
During the first six months of the initiative six seminars were organised offering different tools to companies.
Among the themes explored were “recruiting with greater diversity’, “how to prevent sexual harassment in
your company”, “law of discrimination”, “inclusive and norm-creative external communication”. The seminars
were attended by different departments of the companies from HR, to communication, and management. To
increase reach, the seminars became a podcast series produced by The Local, released on the 5th of March.
Soon, Invest Stockholm will collect feedback from companies to better understand their role and how they
have worked with the tools.

21
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Attracting Stockholm’s new talents
Although there is increasing consensus regarding the need to work with diversity, tech companies in Stockholm
find it challenging to connect with talents and recruit them. Organisations are offered the opportunity to use
the @movetostockholm twitter channels which they take turns curating, allowing them to advertise positions
and communicate about their workplace and company culture. They can use A Woman’s Place tools on
inclusive communication to show the company’s diversity and attract women.
From a local campaign to international movement?
A Woman’s Place is not meant to stay within Stockholm’s borders. By using a universal name “A Woman’s
Place” instead of “A Woman’s place Stockholm”, Invest Stockholm hope to inspire other actors and
municipalities to join the initiative.
The initiative has already attracted international attention with planned visits from international delegations
like India, the Emirates or Chile organised with Invest Stockholm’s partner Swedish Institute.
Lessons learned from A Woman’s Place’s activities:
•
•
•

The companies have understood their role and the benefits they can get from more diversity. But
they need support and tools to implement change.
Municipalities have a role to play in attracting talents, by communicating about the life and work
environment and by fixing the challenges talents meet.
By using national partner’s channels like the Swedish Institute or Business Sweden can bridge the
gap and help connect with international pools of talents.

Sources and further reading:
Invest Stockholm website : www.awomans.place/
The Local, A woman’s place podcasts : https://www.thelocal.se/tag/a+womans+place
Interview with Marie Sundström, PR and Marketing Manager, and Teresa Jonek, Project Manager Talent
Attraction at Invest Stockholm, 04.03.2019.
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MaRS
Launching the path for tech for all with Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging
frameworks
Toronto’s innovation hub, MaRS Discovery District, has strived to build a diverse talent pipeline making sure
the Great Toronto Area (GTA) remains a competitive innovation hub. After analysing the potential of a
Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging (DIB) framework, an Inclusion Council was formed.
An innovation urban district with its talent pool as an asset
MaRS is an urban innovation district founded in 2005 by Dr. John Evans to bring research, innovation and
public actors together. Today, it hosts 150 organisations, start-ups, representing 6 000 employees and it is
claimed to be the largest urban innovation district in the world. Its unique and diverse ecosystem brings
together educators, researchers, social scientists, entrepreneurs and business experts, to lead innovation in
Toronto in cleantech, enterprise software, fintech and health. MaRS talent development programme was
created in 2013 (former Studio Y) with the goal to provide skilled talents to MaRS’ innovation ecosystem.
MaRS published two studies in 2018: Talent Fuels Tech, connecting the GTA’s tech sector with top talents, and Tech
for All, Breaking barriers in Toronto’s innovation community that acknowledged the importance of having and
retaining diverse and skilled talents for the success of Toronto’s tech firms.
The DIB framework and results
The work conducted by MaRS uses the DIBs framework. The term DIBs, Diversity Inclusion and Belonging,
was coined by Pat Wadors in 2016. Adding belonging to the classical set Diversity and Inclusion allows to take
into consideration emotional aspects. These are some examples of DIBs application from MaRS’s survey:
•

•
•

Diversity: Hiring diverse people and tackling the system that causes underrepresentation.
o Example: “People who look, feel and think differently have equal opportunities to thrive at
my company”
Inclusion: Make sure that the diverse mix of an organisation can fully take part in the life of the
organisation
o Example: “I am part of the decision process at work”
Belonging: The outcome of the two latter or the feeling created when one can be one’s true self and
feel accepted and valued for that.
o Example: “I feel comfortable to voice my opinion, even when it differs from the group
opinion”22

Using this framework, the study surveyed 456 employees of Toronto’s tech sector, carried out a focus group
with 110 employers and 28 employees and interviewed 16 DIBs experts. It reports that women, black
employees, young people and non-leaders working in Toronto’s tech sector organisations reported lower
levels of DIBs in their workplaces. Women are twice as likely to disagree that their organisation is diverse or
foster belonging. Women also reported that they had to engage in “office housework”23, had experiences of
bias, sexism and “glass ceilings” which held them back in their careers or excluded them from social events.
Working for tech for all by supporting employers
Despite the gloomy pictured painted in the study, it is interesting to note that tech employers showed a very
high interest in the DIBs challenges and the need to tackle them. Another interesting finding was that tech
Survey statement used by MaRS to create overall DIBs score
They are more likely to execute a task no one has the responsibility for and report unfair division where they are in charge of tasks that need to be
done but are not as rewarding take notes, organise and plan a meeting.
22
23
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employers emphasised the need for support since they were scared of making mistakes when addressing the
challenge, or did not know how to start.
MaRS’ advice to employers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage in internal reflection on previous lack of action.
Define the organisation’s values and how current practices work against them.
Open lines of communications for employees and seek support from external resources (online
resources and toolkits, experts.
Begin action: working on DIBs is an ongoing process, starting sooner creates greater impact.
Commit to a budget and make individuals accountable for implementation.
Do not fall back on quick fixes or tokenism that could hamper long-term results

The need for support and cooperation expressed in the study resulted in the Tech for All Agreement, a
commitment by the 47 partner organisations to create an Inclusion Council in order to bring DIBs’ practices
forward. Future actions include sharing expertise, forming a regular peer-to-peer learning group, creating a
toolkit, etc.
Lessons learned from MaRS’ activities:
•
•

Launch collective reflection by gathering all stakeholders in the same room and exploring and
highlighting common interests.
Diversity is not only about hiring but about taking into consideration individual’s experience within a
company.

Sources:
MaRS (2018) Talent Fuels Tech, connecting the GTA’s tech sector with top talents,
MaRS (2018) Tech for All, Breaking barriers in Toronto’s innovation community
https://talentdevelopment.marsdd.com/
https://www.marsdd.com/
Interview with Melissa Pogue, Manger, Porgram Research and Operations, 15.10.2018.
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She Loves to Code
Educating and training women to code
She Loves to Code is a movement launched by Ecole 19 and its partners in Belgium in order to attract and
train more women to coding. They launched a series of coding initiation sessions open to all women and
experimented the first women-only “piscine” (“swimming pool”), an intense process where candidates spend
a month at the school working on exercises and computer projects.
Gender gap at coding schools
School 19 (or 19) is a coding school, subsidiary of Ecole 42 in Brussels. Launched in 2018, the school uses the
same specific pedagogy as Ecole 42: A recruitment process through the “piscine” test (“swimming pool”), an
intense process where candidates spend a month at the school working on exercises and computer projects,
and an education based on peer-to-peer learning.
Very much aware of the reality of the gender gap, Ecole 19 had partnered with Women in Tech Brussels even
before its opening. Once launched, they faced figures in line with the current state of the tech sector: over
the three “piscines”, only 6% of the candidates were women.
Democratising access to coding.
She Loves to Code movement was born out of 19 with a network of women ambassadors from the Belgium
tech industry (Proximus, Deloitte Belgium, Actiris, Let’s go urban, Elle and Marie-Claire Belgium). Once a
month, women of all aged and all background can join a one-day initiation session to learn the basis of coding
at 19. The 6th session will be taking place on the 16th of March 2019.
The first women-only piscine
In parallel, 19 wanted to increase access to its training to women and decided to organise a first women only
“piscine” in February 2019. Women who attended previous She Loves to Code sessions could directly signup to a piscine.
The current piscine gathers 25 women candidates, which half of them were introduced to 19 by She Loves to
Code. But the figures are lower than usual piscine that usually gather around 100–150 candidates. She Loves
to Code also allowed 25 more women to sign up for the summer test. This can be explained by the dates,
unlike summer time, February is not the easiest time to get a whole month free. And although some women
preferred applying through a woman-only environment, a few of them made the choice to go through a mixed
environment.
Changing the culture
Beyond educational aspects She Loves to Code and 19 are launching a movement to change cultural
representations. As Emilie Peeters, Communication manager at Ecole 19 says, “The biggest challenge we have
is the idea that people have of this field”. By giving visibility to role models She Loves to Code hopes to break
gender stereotypes.
Lessons from She Loves to Code’s activities:
•
•

Women are interested in coding, and the women-only initiation sessions offers a friendly
environment to discover and practice.
Visibility of role models is essential to change stereotypes about the tech sectors and who tech is
for.
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Sources and further reading:
Ecole 19 website: https://www.s19.be/
Presentation video:
https://www.facebook.com/19codingschool/videos/478014169371866/
Interview with Emilie Peeters, Communication and event manager at Ecole 19, 05.03.2019
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